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Preface 
 

 
These proceedings contain the papers presented at the ECIR 2011 Workshop on Evaluating Personal Search, 
Dublin, Ireland, 18 April, 2011. 

Personal Search (PS) refers to the process of searching within one’s personal space of digital information, e.g., 
searching one’s desktop or mobile phone for required data items or information. While some recent advancements 
have been made in this domain, research acceleration is hindered by the lack of established or standardized 
baselines and evaluation metrics, and lack of commonly available test collections. There is a clear consensus 
within the research community of the need for standardized repeatable evaluation techniques in the PS space, 
perhaps in the form of a TREC track for example. However, there are a number of significant challenges 
associated with this, not the least of which is the fact that the data associated with this domain is personal to the 
individual, multimedia in nature, and different users will have different forms of collections, differing information 
needs and different memories of required information. The aim of this workshop is to bring together researchers 
interested in working towards standardized evaluation approaches for the personal search space. Due to the large 
space that this covers, as a first step towards overall standardized personal search evaluation the workshop focuses 
on evaluation for the textual elements within personal desktop collections and known item keyword queries for 
these elements.  

We would like to thank ECIR for hosting the workshop. Thanks also go to the program committee and paper 
authors, without whom there would be no workshop. 
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Ways we can improve Simulated Personal Search
Evaluation
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David Losada
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Santiago de Compostela, Spain
david.losada@usc.es

1. INTRODUCTION
Analysing how people perform personal search and eval-

uating the performance of a Personal Search algorithm in
a controlled and repeatable way represent an important,
but extremely difficult problem for researchers. In Personal
Search Evaluation everyone has a unique collection of per-
sonal documents, which makes it difficult to compare the
performance of one user against another. A second problem
is that much of the information within individual collections
is private so devising tasks for these collections is also a chal-
lenge. Even after overcoming these problems, there is still
the issue of repeatability. An individual’s relationship with
his information changes constantly and the way he interacts
is context-dependent. This means that any user study per-
formed is almost impossible to re-perform under the same
conditions.

A few methods have been proposed to address these issues.
For example, Elsweiler and Ruthven [4] suggested a method
of task creation for user-based laboratory re-finding experi-
ments. Chernov and colleagues [2] proposed that researchers
volunteer their own personal data to create a shared test col-
lection for research purposes. Kim and Croft [5] use pseudo-
desktop collections that have similar properties to personal
collections to avoid privacy issues and utilise a simulated
querying approach [1] to facilitate automated experiments
for known-item tasks.

We believe that this third approach represents the best op-
portunity to run controlled and repeatable experiments to
test retrieval models for Personal Search. That being said,
this method, as has been applied to date, suffers from a num-
ber of limitations. It is oversimplified and is, consequently,
unlikely to replicate user behaviour realistically. In this po-
sition statement we outline our views on the weaknesses of
the approach and propose ways to improve the process.

2. OVERVIEW OF STATE OF THE ART
The pseudo-collections available in the community include

three collections generated from TREC Enterprise track dataset

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
Copyright 200X ACM 978-1-4503-0247-0/10/08 ...$10.00.

[5], where prominent individuals were identified from the
W3C mailing list. Documents were established for these
people by taking the emails sent or received by these indi-
viduals on the mailing list. These mails were complemented
by querying a web search engine with the name, organiza-
tion and specialization of each target individual to obtain
web pages and documents related to that person. A further
collection was described in [6], where documents of various
types were collected from many public sources in a particu-
lar Computer Science department. This collection contains
emails from the department mailing list, news articles and
blog postings on technology, calendar items of department
announcements, web pages and office documents crawled
from the department and research group web sites.

Strategies for building simulated queries have been pro-
posed for known-item web page search [1] and for desktop
search [5]. Essentially, they are based on randomly select-
ing a document (known-item) from the collection and algo-
rithmically selecting query terms from the target document.
This leads to the automatic generation of simulated queries
and relevance judgments.

In the following sections we outline our thoughts on how
the various aspects of this process may be improved. More
specifically we offer suggestions to improve the query simu-
lation process, the item selection process, and the collections
used. We also discuss how we may evaluate the quality of
the simulation.

3. IMPROVING QUERY SIMULATION
We posit that the query simulation process used in pre-

vious work may not reflect real life. The approaches used
to date either randomly select terms from the documents to
create queries of an allocated length or they draw terms in-
dependently based on how discriminative the terms are (us-
ing tf idf-like weights). We believe this approach is overly
simplistic and does not reflect the way queries would be gen-
erated in real life. This process does not take into account,
for example, that:

• people may be more or less likely to choose query terms
from different fields of a document (e.g., the subject or
sender field of an email)

• spelling mistakes may be present

• queries may consist of phrases rather than just inde-
pendent terms

• re-finding queries regularly contain named entities [3]
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• queries may contain words not actually present in the
document

• queries may be context- or situation-dependent. For
example, the characteristics of the user or situation
surrounding the task may influence the kind of queries
submitted

We argue that to make the simulation process as accurate
to real-life behaviour as possible the above aspects need to be
accounted for. Our suggestion would be to seed the simula-
tion with real query characteristics extracted from controlled
or naturalistic user studies. For example, from a user study
evaluating the use of a desktop search tool, e.g. [3], we can
learn about how long queries tend to be, the document fields
against which they are submitted to, the presence of spelling
mistakes, etc. Further, a controlled laboratory-based eval-
uation, such as performed by [4], would allow researchers
to control user and contextual variables to establish query
profiles for different situations. This would offer the poten-
tial to test the hypothesis that query characteristics change
in different scenarios and different algorithms may be offer
better support in differing situations as a result.

4. IMPROVING ITEM SELECTION
In current implementations of the query simulation pro-

cess items in the collection are chosen at random to create
known-items. However, previous work has shown that only
a small number of personal documents tend to be re-found
[7] and that various document properties, such as whether
or not it has been re-found before and the time that has
lapsed since last access will influence whether or not it will
be later re-found.

Further, current approaches treat documents independently,
i.e, they do not consider the fact that they may be related
and this may influence the likelihood that they will be re-
found. If these kinds of properties could be built into the
simulation process, we hypothesize that a much more real-
istic framework for evaluation could be achieved.

We propose to perform longitudinal, naturalistic investi-
gations to establish predictors that documents will be re-
used, i.e. document properties that make them more likely
to be re-found. This could be achieved by using statistical
modelling techniques, such as logistical regression.

5. IMPROVING PSEUDO COLLECTIONS
Due to the inherent difficulties in establishing an appro-

priate collection for this kind of work, with existing pseudo
collections the main criteria has been on establishing any col-
lection that looks like a personal collection, i.e. it is semi-
structured and contains information largely created by or
associated with one person. While this is a good starting
place, we have to investigate whether this is really enough.

The first issue to address is collection size. The existing
collections are very small. Second, it is important to ensure
that pseudo collections cover a similar breadth of topics as
real email collections. Third, the distributions of meta data
e.g. senders in email collections should be comparable in
real and artificially created collections.

6. EVALUATING THE SIMULATION
Evaluating how the methods suggested above affect the

ecological validity of the process is again difficult.

In the literature, query simulations are often evaluated
against manual queries (e.g. [1], in the context of known-
item web search). Usually, given a pseudo collection, we do
not have manual queries and, therefore, this limits the way in
which we can assess the quality of the simulated queries. The
few attempts done to evaluate the simulations in a pseudo
collection environment were based on rather artificial ways
to produce hand-written queries from the pseudo collection
[5]. Therefore, we strongly argue that a proper method to
evaluate simulated queries for pseudo collections is still to
be found. Achieving this challenging objective would be a
significant advance in this field.

7. CONCLUSIONS
In our view, the pseudo desktop collection approach with

simulated queries is the best option to achieve a realistic,
controlled and repeatable test environment for Personal Search.
In this paper, we have enumerated a number of paths on
which simulated evaluation for Personal Search needs to
make progress.
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A BST R A C T  
Personal Information Management has for a long time faced a 
serious problem: validating its results. By dealing with personal 
information, it is hard to collect performance and quality metrics, 
and to have a ground case against which possible solutions might 
be compared. Some efforts have been made to create canonical 
sets of data that might be used as the basis for such tests. We 
discuss to what extent are those data sets adequate for PIM, and 
how they might be improved. We argue that they capture only a 
limited part of the information in play in real scenarios, and while 
useful have a restricted applicability. Much meaning is provided 
by the users themselves, making it hard for information sets not 
annotated with such meta-data to suffice. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors 
H.3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: [Information Search 
and Retrieval] 

General T erms 
Design, Standardization, Theory 

K eywords 
Personal Information Management, Reusable test collections, 
pseudo-desktop, desktop search, information retrieval 

1. IN T R O DU C T I O N 
The area of Personal Information Management (PIM) is 
concerned with the study of how people manage their information, 
from organization to retrieval. There have been many attempted 
solutions to those problems, and all have ultimately faced the 
same problems: Adequacy and Evaluation.   

Regarding Adequacy, there is a wide range of ways in which 
individual users manage their information. Thus, while it is 
possible to test a new system for correctness with a custom-made 
or well known set of information (often the resea
doubt remains about whether the solution will work in the general 
case. Tests done with limited numbers of datasets are anecdotal at 
best, and there is a risk of over-specialization. Thus, extensive 
user tests must be performed, leading to the Evaluation problem. 

When performing user studies for interactive systems, it is 
customary to ask users to perform a set of pre-determined tasks. 
Usability metrics such as task completion times and number of 
errors are then measured and used as a basis for discussion. In 
other areas, such as information retrieval, retrieval methods are 
applied to known (and often pre-classified) datasets. This enables 
the calculation of measures such as precision and recall. When 
evaluating PIM solutions, neither is possible. S

even if we ask the users to perform a same task, the tasks they end 
up doing are not the same. Specific tasks are dangerous. We 
cannot, for instance, ask all users 

Many a document. Only more 

might need to be done might differ wildly from user to user. One 
might have done so yesterday, the other a couple of months ago, 
in different settings, for different purposes, etc. Also, it is 

 and 
thus know for sure if a particular task has succeeded (was a 
document not found because of system failure or because 
there to be found in the first place?).  

All this makes the validation of PIM systems hard, and begets the 
creation or definition of a meaningful, representative, set of 
personal information that can be used as the canonical basis for 
testing. Such a set would solve the Adequacy problem, and 
alleviate the Evaluation problem, by allowing researchers to know 
the data beforehand. While replacing user studies is impossible, 
such sets might suffice to find meaningful preliminary results and 
as a way to compare solutions. This was attempted by Kim and 
Croft [3]. The authors produced three sets of pseudo-desktop data 
and associated queries. Their goal was to provide information that 
might be used to evaluate desktop search systems. 

2. R EPR ESE N T A T I V E N ESS 
The test collections described in [3] contain information divided 
into five categories: HTML pages, Emails, Word, PDF and 
Powerpoint files. All with the exception of emails contain around 
1,000 items (emails are an order of magnitude more). This is not 
necessarily representative of a real personal information 
collection. Previous studies [2] have found a different distribution 
for the different item types. Another factor that could be taken 
into consideration is the relatively high variability in personal 
information collections. Three classes of users were identified, 
and it would be advantageous if the three pseudo-desktop 
collections reflected those types. Another important omission are 
multimedia files. Images and video have a growing importance in 

organization information missing, folder hierarchy being the most 
important absence. This information reflects how users organize 
their information and are important to understand their real needs. 

3. SUI T A BI L I T Y F O R PI M R ESE A R C H 
It is out opinion that, in their present form, the sets might be 
useful for specific retrieval-related solutions, but are in general 
unsuited for use with PIM tools. Our objections relate to three 
related key aspects: Lack of Autobiographic Information, Lack of 
Meaning, and Lack of Ground Truth. 
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3.1 Lack of Autobiographic Information 
been 

previously handled by users, for a reason, in a context. This 

professional lives. It is related to an extended set of 
au

of the documents, but important to users and will determine how 
they and other personal information are remembered. By 
automatically generating pseudo-desktop collections, all 
autobiographic information is missing. It will be possible to use 
the collections to test techniques for which only the data in the 
documents is relevant, but not those for which the context is 
important. Autobiographic information often determines how and 
why tasks are performed. Furthermore, it is possible to design 
solutions where it plays a central role, by allowing users to 
manage their information in personally relevant ways. 

3.2 Lack of Meaning 
Consider an email message. Everyone might look at its sender, 
!"#$%"&'(")&*#&+&,-") and know that someone at that 
address is the recipient of the message. From the point of view of 

rather (for instance) John Smith, a person with a shared context, 
 

meaning than can be gleaned from the email message itself 
(although it might to some extent be inferred from the entire data 
set)

ning a 

all represent the same person. Having such meaning would also 
allow us to test how solutions address the well-known 
Fragmentation Problem [1]. 

3.3 Lack of G round T ruth 
It would be interesting to have data classified according to 
personal criteria. In traditional retrieval solutions, the set of 
documents is often manually classified to allow measures such as 
precision and recall to be computed. This also allows task success 
to be evaluated. In the context of PIM things are more complex. If 

what should be 
returned? Most likely, not only those that actually contain the 

way (not to mention multimedia files for which there is no textual 
information at all). Paraphrases, synonyms, related people and 
subjects, might all be needed to take into consideration. Again, 
the user is often the only one that can provide this information,  
not only complex, but also of a subjective nature. The actual 
results that would satisfy the user might even change according to 
the context at retrieval time. Having this kind of ground truth 
would be necessary to evaluate PIM solutions. 

4. W I L L A SO L U T I O N E V E R E X IST? 
The Lack of Autobiographic Information looks at the wider 
context in which the information is used, and is extrinsic to the 
data set. The Lack of Meaning reflects the need to have an overall 
integrated view of all the information. The Lack of Ground Truth 
is related to how users view their data. 

These problems point to the way to create information sets useful 
and reusable for the evaluation of PIM tools. First and foremost, 
real information from real users must be collected. An updated 
study to identify archetypical user classes must be performed, and 
a different user selected for each class. The collected information 
must include a wealth of data sources (files, email, calendar, 
contacts, etc). There are major privacy issues to be addressed. 
Most can be solved by anonymizing the data, consistently 
exchanging real names and addresses by simulated ones. A deeper 
level of anonymization might be necessary, handling project 
names, places and other sensitive information. This is the simplest 
part of the creation of the information set. 

r the next steps: 
annotating the information with subjective metadata. The users 
would need to use a special purpose tool to enter autobiographic 
information. Also, they would be asked to annotate the documents 
themselves (and other information), minimizing the Lack of 
Meaning problem. Finally, they would be asked to classify their 
documents according to high-level tasks and subjects, addressing 
the Ground Truth problem (using tags instead of hierarchies, as 
the same information item might have different uses and 
meanings). Part of this might be done automatically. For instance, 
if two email messages are sent to 
.!()/0#'1)2/3,-")45 and 
.!"#$('#"0)2/3,-")>", the system can make the educated 
guess that both are the same person. But still this would need to 
be checked and complemented by the user. The process would be 

everyday use of their information, a set of representative tasks and 
queries should be collected.  
It would be a labor intensive process, but result in information 
sets that can be understood even in the absence of the user, and 
used in a rich set of situations where personal information and its 
surrounding context are relevant. 

5. C O N C L USI O NS 
The creation of pseudo-desktop collections is a worthy goal. Such 
sets might be very important in providing a testbed for repeatable, 
comparable experiments, and greatly facilitate the validation of 
PIM tools. Current versions lack key elements related to the users 
and the context in which the information is used, which will have 
to be included for the sets to be of use in a broader context. 

6. A C K N O W L E D G M E N TS 
This work was supported by FCT (INESC-ID multiannual 
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ABSTRACT
One of the biggest obstacles to research in desktop search

is the lack of publicly available test collections. To alleviate

this problem, two pseudo-desktop corpora were created by

Kim et al. [4, 5]. An aspect these corpora do not address

is the user’s imperfect memory recall. The longer an infor-

mation object that is to be re-found has not been seen, the

more likely it is that the user’s query is only partially cor-

rect. In this poster, we propose two basic models to take

such partial memory recall into account.

1. INTRODUCTION
One of the biggest obstacles to research in desktop search

is the fact that test collections, as they for instance exist

for ad hoc Web search at TREC and other venues, are not

publicly available due to privacy concerns. To alleviate this

problem, two pseudo-desktop corpora were created by Kim

et al. [4, 5]. These corpora contain several types of tex-

tual documents as they occur on personal desktops such as

emails, files, calendar entries, as well as Web pages. The pro-

vided queries represent the most common personal search

activity: re-finding of stored information objects. In our

study, we focus on the test corpus that contains re-finding

queries created by study participants in a human computa-

tion game [5] (CS collection).
One aspect of re-finding that is currently not adressed in

both corpora is the fact that users’ memory recall is not

perfect. The longer a sought-after document has not been

seen, the more likely it is that the user has forgotten or

wrongly remembers some of its attributes [3, 2]. The rate of

recall has also been found to be attribute dependent, e.g. in

the case of e-mails, the topic of an email has a higher recall

rate than the sender [3]. Furthermore, users are more likely

to remember the general meaning of a document, instead of

specific details [6].

These findings motivate our proposal of studying simu-

lated memory recall to model the user’s imperfect recall of

information objects. Specifically, we model the recall abil-

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
Copyright 20XX ACM X-XXXXX-XX-X/XX/XX ...$10.00.

2009 mathworks
allan

email survey for international
students graduate employee or-
ganization

Sender allan graduate employee organization
Date 2009
Topic mathworks survey for international students
Type email

Table 1: Manual annotation examples of two queries

(top row) from the CS collection.

ity as a function of a document’s access frequency as well

as the preference for remembering the general content over

specifics. We hypothesize, that such a model can change the

relative effectiveness of retrieval approaches; an approach

that performs well on perfect recall, may be outperformed

by another approach on imperfect recall. If this is indeed

the case, the imperfection of recall needs to be taken into

account when investigating retrieval algorithms for personal

search.

2. METHOD
Query Annotation: The amount of detail we remember

about an item depends on the access frequency as well as the

attribute to remember: an item (an email, a webpage, etc.)

that is regularly consulted or updated is known exceedingly

well by the user, whereas an item that has not been looked

at in a long time is likely not to trigger a detailed recollection

of its attributes. Following the experiments on e-mail recall

in [3], we distinguish three types: hot (recently accessed

items), warm (items accessed within the last month) and

cold (items not accessed within the last month).

In order to assess the impact of different attributes we

manually annotated a subset of the queries in the CS collection,
namely those queries that aim at re-finding emails, news

and calendar items. The following attributes were extracted

from each query: (i) sender/author of the item, (ii) topic,

(iii) date of sending/creation, and, (iv) the type informa-

tion available (email, news, calendar). Two example queries

of the CS collection are given in Table 1; the date of send-

ing/creating an item can be very general, e.g. 2009, or very
specific, e.g. 17 september. The same holds for the sender,

in some instances only the first name is used, in some in-

stances the full name of the person or organization, such as

graduate employee organization is given.

Simple Frequency Access Model: The simulation of

hot, warm and cold queries proceeds as follows. We assume

to know for each frequency access type the probability that

the (simulated) user who issues the query remembers an at-

tribute. Then, given an annotated query, for each attribute

Jinyoung Kim
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Num. Topic Date Sender Type

Email 187 178 ( 95%) 18 (10%) 59 (32%) 34 (18%)
News 94 83 ( 88%) − 48 (51%) 8 ( 9%)
Cal. 49 49 (100%) 18 (37%) − 9 (18%)

330

Table 2: Overview of the annotated queries (a subset

of the CS collection query set). News documents

have no associated dates and calendar items have

no associated sender.

available in the query, with probability pattr we keep it in

the final query and with probability (1− pattr) we remove it

from the final query.

Partial Frequency Access Model: Removing entire

attributes is overly simplistic, it is more likely that not the

entire query attribute is forgotten, but only parts of it. For

instance, instead of remembering the concrete day the email

was received, the month might be remembered. Thus, in

the second model, with probability (1 − pattr) one or more

information nuggets of an attribute are removed. In prac-

tice, we remove terms, one at a time. Once the first term

of an attribute is removed, further terms are removed with

probability prm. If prm is low, further removal of information

nuggets is unlikely. To model the fact that specifics are more

likely to be forgotten, the terms are removed in order of their

discriminativeness [1]. In the example in Tab. 1, the topic

attribute survey for international students will have terms

removed in the order of [survey,international,student,for].

3. EXPERIMENTS
Query Annotations: We chose the query set of the

CS collection, as these are queries created by humans. We

annotated the queries aimed at re-finding emails, calendar

entries and news items as they are more likely to contain

different attributes (such as sender, topic and date) than

queries aimed at re-finding webpages or files. This left us

with a total of 330 queries, most of them being re-finding

emails queries
1
. The details of our annotated query set are

shown in Table 2, including the percentage of queries that

have a non-empty topic, date, sender (or author) and type

attribute. In the case of email queries for instance, 95%

of the queries contain a non-empty topic attribute; in cases

where the topic attribute is missing, the queries always con-

tain a non-empty sender attribute.

Most email queries contain as only non-empty attribute

the topic (92 queries), while topic+sender (37) and topic+type

(27) were also common. A similar picture emerges for news

queries, queries with only the topic attribute (42) are the

most common, followed by topic+author (33) and author

only (11). Finally, the calendar queries also contain most

often the topic as only non-empty attribute (26), followed

by topic+time (14) and topic+type (5).

Of the 330 queries, we found 80 to contain one or more

terms that are not contained in the target document; in al-

most all cases this were either spelling errors (defencese in-

stead of defense) or non-delimited phrases (september2009 )
and not related to memory recall.

Results: We indexed all fields of the corpus with the

Lemur Toolkit
2
with Krovetz stemming applied. Stopwords

were not removed. As retrieval approaches we chose lan-

guage modeling with Dirichlet smoothing (µ = 100) with

1
During the annotation process we removed duplicate queries & erroneous

queries (e.g. by users understanding the human computation game wrongly)
2
http://www.lemurproject.org/

Hot Warm Cold

LM full recall 0.665 0.665 0.665
simple 0.602 0.610 0.519
partial prm = 0.50 0.630 0.634 0.576
partial prm = 0.25 0.631 0.637 0.591

LM-PRF full recall 0.679 0.679 0.679
simple 0.605 0.614 0.529
partial prm = 0.50 0.626 0.629 0.570
partial prm = 0.25 0.639 0.633 0.591

Table 3: Results in mean average precision for lan-

guage modeling (LM) and language modeling with

pseudo-relevance feedback (LM-PRF).

and without pseudo-relevance feedback (RM1)
3
.

For the purposes of this experiment, we relied on the recall

probabilities reported in [3]. For hot, warm and cold email

items respectively, the probability of remembering the time

of sending, the sender and the topic is ptime = {0.71, 0.69, 0.57},
psender = {0.96, 0.71, 0.57} and ptopic = {0.91, 0.93, 0.82}.
We applied those probabilities to the news and calendar

queries as well. The topic attribute is remembered best,

the reported numbers show a slightly better remembrance

for warm than for hot topics. One reason may be found in

the fact that hot items are so new, that the user had no time

yet to digest their content. It needs to be stressed, that we

use these probabilities for exemplary reasons only.

The results are reported in Table 3, averaged over 10 tri-

als. While in the baseline (full recall, queries remain un-

altered), the exploitation of pseudo-relevance feedback im-

proves retrieval effectiveness (LM-PRF performs better than

LM), with decreased memory recall the picture is less clear;

e.g. for warm queries in the partial memory recall model,

the LM approach slightly outperforms LM-PRF. Note, that

these very small changes in retrieval effectiveness should be

viewed with care, further experiments are required to deter-

mine if these changes are indeed significant.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In this poster we proposed two basic memory recall models

to augment the available pseudo-desktop corpora in light of

users’ limited recall of information object attributes.

Possibilities for future work include the prediction of the

type of document (hot,warm,cold), the user seeks. Based on

the type, the best retrieval approach may be selected. An-

other option is to improve the memory recall model by tak-

ing false memories into account. As those wrong memories

of an attribute are usually semantically related to the cor-

rect memory, determining the semantic relatedness of terms

in the corpus and selecting a closely related term to replace

the correct one would be a first step.
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ABSTRACT

Personal information archives (PIAs) can include materi-
als from many sources, e.g. desktop and laptop computers,
mobile phones, etc. Evaluation of personal search over these
collections is problematic for reasons relating to the personal
and private nature of the data and associated information
needs and measuring system response effectiveness. Conven-
tional information retrieval (IR) evaluation involving use of
Cranfield type test collections to establish retrieval effective-
ness and laboratory testing of interactive search behaviour
have to be re-thought in this situation. One key issue is
that personal data and information needs are very different
to search of more public third party datasets used in most
existing evaluations. Related to this, understanding the is-
sues of how users interact with a search system for their
personal data is important in developing search in this area
on a well grounded basis. In this proposal we suggest an
alternative IR evaluation strategy which preserves privacy
of user data and enables evaluation of both the accuracy of
search and exploration of interactive search behaviour. The
general strategy is that instead of a common search dataset
being distributed to participants, we suggest distributing
standard expandable personal data collection, indexing and
search tools to non-intrusively collect data from participants
conducting search tasks over their own data collections on
their own machines, and then performing local evaluation of
individual results before central agregation.

1. INTRODUCTION

Personal information archives (PIAs) can include materi-
als from many sources, e.g. content on personal computers
and smartphones. The value of such archives can only be
realised if they can be searched effectively. Development of
suitable search technologies requires that their effectiveness
be evaluated. Evaluation in information retrieval (IR) sys-
tems ideally includes the measurement of retrieval accuracy
and users’ satisfaction with the IR system. The former is
particularly important for evaluation of IR algorithms, and
is generally tested without actual user involvement, while
the latter requires input from users. A standard IR eval-
uation collection includes a document collection, a test set
of information needs expressed as search topics, and a set
of judgments indicating the relevance of documents to each
test topic. Use of this data in an interactive experimental

Copyright is held by the author/owner(s).
ECIR 2011 Workshop on Evaluating Personal Search April 18 2011,
Dublin, Ireland

setting enables standardized exploration of interactive IR
[5]. However, for personal search, such a dataset is much
more difficult to generate due to the heterogeneous nature
of personal information space, practical challenges of collect-
ing the data and, significantly, privacy concerns relating to
the personal nature of this data. This latter issue creates
problems for all aspects of evaluation for search of PIAs.

Current work on evaluation of PIA search is exploring the
development of simulated personal Cranfield type search test
collections [4]. However, this type of dataset only enables a
limited range of research experimentation for PIA search [2].
For example, it cannot be used to explore how a user will
query their own PIA or how they will interact with a par-
ticular search application. From the search perspective, the
key difference between PIA search and standard search en-
vironments, is that only the owner of the PIA will be aware
of the contents, and thus only they will be able to estab-
lish information needs which can be answered by the collec-
tion and to determine the relevance of returned content. In
order to satisfy this requirement, real users are needed to
perform test search tasks, preferably on their own personal
data. This requires not only that a user participates in eval-
uation experiments, but also that they enable the archiving
of their personal data and for it to be processed for use in
a search system. In this paper we propose a strategy to
support evaluation of PIA search based on real user data.

2. LIVING LABORATORY EVALUATION

FRAMEWORK FOR PIAS

Our proposed PIA search evaluation methodology is sim-
ilar to the idea of the living laboratory discussed in [3]. This
is suggested in the context of evaluating information-seeking
support systems which aim to assist users in carrying out
open-ended search related tasks. The basic idea of the living
laboratory is that rather than individual research groups in-
dependently developing experimental search infrastructures
and gathering their own groups of test searchers, that an ex-
perimental environment is developed which facilitates shar-
ing of resources. This might contain software for data col-
lection, search and evaluation protocols, but also subjects
who are available to participate in evaluation tests.

Within a living laboratory for PIA search evaluation re-
searchers wishing to evaluate their technologies would par-
ticipate in a collaborative evaluation effort. Common index-
ing and search components would be made available to indi-
viduals who agreed to take part in the evaluation exercise.
This would then be used to gather PIAs locally and conduct
search experiments as outlined in the following sections.
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This proposal builds on the approach in existing work such
as the Stuff I’ve Seen study described in [1]. In this inves-
tigation a desktop search system with rich user interface
functionality was sent to about 230 participants to use as
their daily desktop search tool. This tool was used to ex-
plore a series of questions on interactive desktop search, and
collected a considerable amount of data for further analysis.

2.1 Data Collection and Indexing

Evaluation of personal search requires a document collec-
tion and a search system. In terms of developing a personal
collection there are two options: to index the data currently
on the participant’s computer, or to collect data incremen-
tally over a period of time. In either case it will be necessary
to install one or more applications on the computer to index
the data for search applications.

To do this, open source IR toolkit projects may provide
suitable backend technologies for indexing and retrieving for
PIA search. However most of these systems are too con-
strained to traditional IR tasks, e.g. only handling one file
form at a time. A PIA search application must be able
to index very heterogeneous data sources, and thus exist-
ing toolkits may need some extension to support this . In
practical terms data may be collected via plugins to existing
data management clients before being made available to the
indexing application.

2.2 Search System

In order to explore the question of search effectiveness
and user search behaviour, we suggest the development of
standard search systems which could then be distributed to
participants for installation on their own computer. The
search client would then search the PIA data index created
on their computer. Use of a component based framework for
the search system would enable different interface elements
and retrieval algorithms to be used in alternative instantia-
tions of the system, which would then enable comparison of
their usefulness in search.

2.3 Experimental Tasks

Search topics within a standard IR test collection are typ-
ically defined in terms of specific topics known to be covered
by the documents in the collection. Since the specific details
of an individual’s personal collection will not be known and
will vary between collections, broader search tasks would
need to be defined for our porposed experimental scenario,
e.g. referring to meetings with unnamed friends, relatives or
colleagues. Even with these more general task statements,
the searcher may sometimes find that they are unable to re-
call any relevant content in their PIA to search for. How
to develop suitable task descriptions would obviously have
to be clearly defined, and useful lessons in doing this may
be gathered from work in designing less specific exploratory
search tasks for evaluating information-seeking support sys-
tems [3].

2.4 Evaluation

A key part of an IR test collection is the relevance infor-
mation indicating which items in the collection are relevant
to the searcher’s information need. Retrieval effectiveness
is typically measured using metrics such as precision, recall
and various averages where there are multiple relevant items,
and average rank and mean reciprocal rank where there is

a single relevant known-item. In order to gather relevance
data for PIA search, the searcher could be asked to assess
the relevance of items retrieved in response to their search
in response to each task. If this were undertake at the end
of searching for each task, it should not interfere with their
search behaviour.

Assessing all items in a collection for relevance is imprac-
tical. However, assessing only the items retrieved at high
rank using one retrieval method may not give a reasonable
indication of the effectiveness with which available relevant
documents are being retrieved. To address these issues, pool-
ing of results from runs using multiple retrieval methods is
often used to construct better approximate relevance sets for
standard IR test collections. For the PIA search case, the
users topic statement could be applied to multiple retrieval
algorithms; only one of these being used by the searcher.
The responses of multiple retrieval runs could be pooled and
shown to the searcher for assessment.

Interactive search effectiveness can be explored using vari-
ous measures such as numbers of actions required to locate a
required item type, time taken to complete a task, amount
of relevant content found, and also potentially subjective
feedback of the user’s search experiences. Details of user
action and responses to questions could be used to explore
the cognitive processes undertaken in forming queries and
performing a search.

3. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have proposed a strategy for PIA search
evaluation using a living laboratory approach. The scenario
is based on users maintaining their own PIA on their own
computer, and using standardized tools to index and search
their collection. All relevance assessment and evaluation is
also carried out on their computer with only the computed
evaluation metrics being returned for aggregation thus pre-
serving privacy of experimental subjects’ personal data.
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ABSTRACT

Desktop archives are distinct from sources for which shared
“Cranfield” information retrieval test collections1have been
created to date. Differences associated with desktop col-
lections include: they are personal to the archive owner,
the owner has personal memories about the items contained
within them, and only the collection owner can rate the
relevance of items retrieved in response to their query. In
this paper we discuss these unique attributes of desktop col-
lections and search, and the resulting challenges associated
with creating test collections for desktop search. We also
outline a proposed strategy for creating test collections for
this space.

Keywords

Test collection creation, pseudo desktop collections.

1. INTRODUCTION

Research progress in development of retrieval techniques
for the personal search space is hindered by the lack of com-
mon shared test collections. To conduct experiments re-
searchers have largely needed to create their own test collec-
tions consisting of individuals data, queries and result sets.
There are two problems with this approach: 1) the effort
required to create these collections; and 2) the difficultly
in gaining large volumes of subjects for such experiments.
In other spaces (e.g., web search) standardized collections
exisit, hence eliminating these problems. The difficulty for
standardization in the personal search space, is the personal
nature of collections and individuals resulting unwillingness
to share these collections. We foresee two possible avenues
for standarization in this space: 1) through a blackbox tech-
nique where participating institutes submit their retrieval
algorithms for evaluation on the personal collections of other
participating institutes using an agreed task formation ap-
proach, etc; or 2) through development of pseudo desktop
collections, queries and result sets. In this paper we focus
on development of pseudo collections for standardized IR
evaluation in this domain.

1Referred to as ‘test collections’ for remainder of paper.

Copyright is held by the author/owner(s).
ECIR Workshop on Evaluating Personal Search, April 18, 2011, Ireland.
.

2. TOWARDS TEST COLLECTIONS

To our knowledge the only existing work on pseudo desk-
top test collection creation is [2]. In this work the authors
proposed amassing and created 3 pseudo desktop collections
by extracting emails of 3 individuals prominant in the W3C
collection and locating web pages, word documents, pdf files
and powerpoint presentations related to these people by a
web search query consisting of the persons name, organi-
zation and area of speciality (provided by TREC expert
search track). They randomly chose known items from these
collections and used a modification to the approach pro-
posed by [1], for simulated query generation for web page
re-finding, to generate simulted queries across multi-field
personal items. This approach presents a promising new di-
rection towards larger scale test collections creation for the
desktop space and means to examine the utility of desktop
retrieval approaches without the need for real users and their
collections. However, these collections do not represent the
diversity of real users collections, and hence may not pro-
vide a reliable way to evaluate the performance of retrieval
algorithms intended for personal desktop collections. The
created collections contain a limited number of item types
and the same volume of each provided item type across the
three collections (with the exception of emails). Given the
personal nature of desktop collections, we can expect indi-
viduals to have different types of collections, with varying
volumes and types of content, covering varying volumes of
topics. Further the generated pseudo collections do not take
account of the items individuals will actually want to re-
trieve from their collections. In addition, it is not known
to what extent the query formulation approach used reflects
what collection owners will actually recall about required
items and hence the query terms they will use. Indeed the
query generation approach of Azzopardi et al [1] which forms
the core part of this multi-field query formation approach is
acknowledged by its authors to require further analysis and
refinement to exhibit more of the characteristics observed
by individuals in web page re-finding.

To highlight the differences that can be present across
real users collections, consider the personal collections of 3
subjects gathered through logging on their laptop and PCs
over a period of 20 months2, shown in Table 1. These indi-
viduals fit a common user profile of being computer science
post graduates at the same university. However, as can be
seen, even for these similar subjects large differences exist
in the volumes of different item types in the collections and
in the number of re-accesses of the individuals. Extended

2See http://www.cdvp.dcu.ie/iCLIPS for further details.
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over the entire populous, with widely varying interests and
requirements, we suspect much different variations would be
noted not only in the volumes of information types contained
within individuals collections, but also in the diversity and
types of topics covered.

Personal collection owners will also have personal expe-
riences and memories associated with the items in their
archive, which will guide, depending on their information
needs at given moments in time, the items they wish to re-
trieve from the archive and the query terms they will use in
this retrieval process. Individuals will search their personal
collections with different personal intentions, memories of
required item and personal query generation styles.

We believe in creating pseudo desktop collections that the
make up of real users collections need to be replicated as
closely as possible to determine how sucessful retrieval ap-
proaches will be on real users collections containing varying
types and volumes of data, with requirements for different
types of item retrieval using different styles of query forma-
tion. In the next section we describe a means to gain an
understanding of the make up of these collections.

3. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

To successfully build pseudo desktop collections which
represent ‘real’ users test collections a detailed understand-
ing of the make up of real users desktop collections, items
they retrieve from these collections and query formation
styles is required. Part of such an analysis could take the
form of observations, user studies, diary studies, etc, as are
carried out in the PIM community. However, a detailed
statistical analysis of the make up of the collections and
querying behaviour of a large cross section of the populous
is also required in order to move to a situation where real
users collections can be replicated in a pseudo way.

To understand the make up of individuals desktop collec-
tions, statistics need to be built up on the volume of dif-
ferent information types in these collections, the volume of
topics covered, the amount of similarity between items, etc.
This analysis could potentially be conducted through a drive
within the research community, with either clear guidelines
on the statistics to gather or crawlers to automatically gen-
erate statistics from participants PCs provided.

We propose that required statistics for target result items
would include: extension type of target item, distinctive-
ness of target item in collection as a whole, recency of last
access to target item, etc. And that required statistics for
user queries would include: query length, frequency of query
terms in target item, frequency of query term in collection
as a whole, etc. Similar to gaining statistics on the content
of individuals desktops, a stand alone search application or a
tool which plugs into individuals current search application
(e.g., Google Desktop) could be provided to the research
community to log statistics on the nature of queries per-
formed and items retrieved on subjects computers.

Using gathered statistics we propose generating pseudo
collections which mimic the characteristics of ‘real’ collec-
tions, described in the next section.

4. TEST COLLECTION CREATION

Using the statistics gathered for each individuals desktop
contents, query format and items retrieved, we believe the
techniques developed in [1] and [2] provide a strong founda-

Subject 1 Subject 2 Subject 3
Type Total Total Total
code files 590 (17) 183 (9) 2,220 (10)
excel 455 (8) 66 (4) 141 (9)
email 3,760 (1) 2,509 (2) 10,243 (2)
pdf 182 (5) 381 (3) 69 (4)
presentations 92 (10) 147 (3) 95 (19)
web 3,895 (3) 15,642 (2) 44,457 (3)
word 311 (7) 310 (6) 373 (13)
text files 381 (6) 81 (2) 308 (6)
other 7 (23) 32 (11) 40 (2)
TOTAL: 9,673 (4) 19,351 (2) 57,946 (3)

Table 1: Total number of distinct items. Average
number of accesses to items provided in brackets.

tion from which to build pseudo test collections which mimic
the characteristics of ‘real’ test collections.

We propose mimicking desktop content by using the statis-
tics gathered on the make up of individuals desktop content
to lay user profiles on top of an extension to the pseudo desk-
top collection creation approach proposed in [2]. In extend-
ing this approach, other information which could be mined
in creating these collections includes the details provided by
people on their homepage, e.g., many people provide lists of
personal and work interests and details on co-workers (either
explicitly or through inferred means, e.g., co-authorship of
papers in the case of academics) on their homepages. We
also envisage possibilities to extend the content gathering
approach to include other item types and items generated
from web content using exisiting summarization, extraction
and rephrasing approaches, for example.

Having created pseudo desktop collections we propose ex-
tracting target result sets from each user’s collection using
the available statistics on what the ‘real’ user retrieves from
their collection. To form the queries for the target items,
a query generation process which uses the statistics on the
‘real’ users query formation for the given target item is re-
quired. We envisage the query generation approach pro-
posed by [1] and refined to facilitate multi-field retrieval by
[2], coupled with the information gained by our proposed
statistical analysis would form a good starting point for de-
velopment of a query generation process for this space.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

To drive the test collection creation approach presented
in this paper and to both implement and evaluate its com-
ponent part’s against real collections will require formation
of a consortium and possibly creation of TREC-like tracks.

The aim of this paper is to present a potential approach to
move towards TREC-like collections for research in desktop
search and to highlight the requirements of such collections.
Thus generating debate and stimulating further progression
on possible directions at the workshop.
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ABSTRACT
Evaluation has posed a challenge in studying techniques for
personal information access (PIA), and simulated evaluation
can be used to address some of the issues. In this work, we
list several classes of simulation techniques for PIA evalua-
tion, and propose a three-stage model for PIA evaluation.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: [Informa-
tion Search and Retrieval]

General Terms
Algorithms

Keywords
Personal Information Access, Evaluation Model

1. INTRODUCTION
Personal Information Access (PIA) is a research area fo-

cusing on providing solutions to help people find or re-find
their own information. The need for better PIA solution is
clear as individuals have more and more information in their
everyday lives. However, the research for building tools that
support such needs has been stagnant mostly due to the
challenges in evaluation [1].

Most of previous systems for PIA were often evaluated
by an instrumentation-based user study—deploying the sys-
tem in a real environment and having it evaluated by actual
users. Although this kind of evaluation has its own benefits,
it requires considerable resources. Moreover, the collections
and usage logs from these studies are not open to other re-
searchers because they include private information. We will
use the term ‘user study’ to denote this instrumentation-
based evaluation method.

In this position paper, we explain how simulation-based
evaluation techniques can address such issues, and propose

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
Evaluating Personal Search Workshop in ECIR’11 Dublin, Ireland
Copyright 2011 ACM 978-1-4503-0099-5/10/10 ...$10.00.

a three-stage model of PIA evaluation based on the stages
of development for a research project.

2. SIMULATED EVALUATION FOR
PERSONAL INFORMATION ACCESS

Before discussing simulated evaluation for PIA in detail,
we start by defining several components of PIA evaluation.
The first component is the collection of documents with cor-
responding metadata. Another component is the task of in-
formation access, which typically includes known-item find-
ing, topical search, and so on. The last component is the
interaction between the system and the use. The left side
of Figure 1 summarizes these three components.

We then introduce simulated evaluation for PIA. Simu-
lated evaluation in general refers to a class of evaluation
techniques where a component of evaluation is replaced with
simulated parts, and we can classify simulated evaluations
based on the component being substituted for. The right
side of Figure 1 summarizes how each of these components
can be replaced with simulated components.

Firstly, we can consider replacing the collection for eval-
uation with a simulated collection. Since we need to sim-
ulate personal information for PIA evaluation, techniques
has been suggested [3] where they collected a set of docu-
ments which are related to a person, and topically coherent.
Replacing the collection can eliminate most of the privacy
concerns, since user’s personal information is no longer used.

However, it brings several issues in PIA evaluation. Firstly,
the connection between a user and one’s collection is lost.
Also, some of metadata associated with documents cannot
be properly collected (e.g., folder hierarchy). These limita-
tions can be problematic depending on the research ques-
tion under consideration, and real users’ collections should
be used in such cases. Section 3.3 will provide an example
for this case.

Another way of simulation is replacing the task with an
artificial task. For the case of known-item finding, which is
known to be the most typical of PIA tasks [1], we only need
to choose a target item (document) and assume that the
user is trying to find the document. For the case of topical
search, one can build a list of hypothetical search topics as
a substitute for actual tasks.

Finally, one can simulate the interaction between the sys-
tem and the user. Since the nature of interaction depends on
the task, the detailed technique for simulating the interac-
tion should vary according to the task being simulated. For
the case of known-item finding using keyword search, where
the primary artifact of interaction is user’s search queries,
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Figure 1: Components of PIA evaluation and the comparison of three stages of evaluation.

this simulation can be done by taking terms from a target
document based on some distribution.

3. A THREE-STAGE EVALUATION MODEL
FOR PERSONAL INFORMATION ACCESS

Greenberg et al. [2] argues that user study should be em-
ployed with a caution, adding that the choice of evaluation
methodology must arise from and be appropriate for the ac-
tual problem or research question under consideration. We
believe that the same principle holds true for PIA evaluation.
User study and simulation techniques each has different pros
and cons, and the choice or the combination of these tech-
niques should depend on the nature of research questions at
hand.

Here we introduce a three-stage evaluation model for per-
sonal information access. It is a compilation of existing
evaluation methods based on different stages of a research
project, where each stage is designed to verify and refine
research questions with the different level of development.

3.1 Stage 1 : Simulated Interaction
At an early stage of project, researchers would have only

rough hypotheses on the problem, with no facility (e.g., pro-
totype software) to verify their ideas. Simulated interaction
is shown to be useful at this stage by allowing them to make a
rough estimate on the relative performance of different algo-
rithms [3]. Kim and Croft [3] suggested the pseudo-desktop
technique where they used a simulation of collection, task
and interaction in the context of known-item finding task.

While simulated interaction in itself may not be sufficient
for the final validation of research ideas, it can be the first
step by which initial hypotheses are verified and the exper-
imental infrastructures can be prepared.

3.2 Stage 2 : Human Computation Game
With the initial validation of research ideas through Stage

1, researchers can perform a user study using simulated tasks
in a simulated collection. This user study can optionally
take the form of a game, which motivates participants to
complete the task under certain constraints in a competitive
setting.

Another paper by Kim and Croft [4] performed a user
study based on this idea, where they evaluated several re-
trieval methods for desktop search based on simulated known-
item finding tasks. User studies of this kind are less costly
than diary studies since they do not require client-side in-
strumentation and can be done within a short time. Another
benefit is the sharing of the resulting data, since they do not

use any private information.

3.3 Stage 3 : User Study
While the evaluation method at Stage 2 can be used to

perform evaluations with reasonable human involvement, it
is inadequate for some class of research problems because
some aspects of the collection and task are hard to be mod-
eled. For instance, evaluating retrieval methods which ex-
ploits user’s task context would require actual user involve-
ment. In this case, a long-term user study which involves
the instrumentation of software to users’ system may be re-
quired. Our suggestion is not to eliminate this kind of user
study completely, but to avoid it when simulation techniques
can be an alternative.

4. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we described several classes of simulated

evaluation techniques for personal information access, and
proposed a three-stage evaluation method. Instead of per-
forming an expensive user study from the beginning of a
project, simulated evaluation techniques can be employed to
refine initial research ideas gradually. One can start by sim-
ulating all components of an actual task, gradually replacing
simulated parts with real parts while refining research ideas.
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